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2EYESVISION is a company specialized in the development of customized
solutions for the treatment of presbyopia and cataracts. Its product, SimVis, is
an advanced simulator that allows patients to experience the real world with
multiple multifocal correction before undergoing surgery.

Medtech & Healthcare Spain
Susana Marcos

Founder

2eyes vision

Bodyo is a company whose focus is the health care of its users at a predictive,
preventive, personalized and participatory level. The sanitary capsule AIPod
offers its users a global vision of their health in a regular way and without the
need to make appointments at the same time as it establishes improvement
goals based on genetic, medical and environmental characteristics.

Medtech & Healthcare
Patrice Coutard

CEO

Bodyo

DemDx is a digital clinical support tool that aims to transform healthcare
delivery by combining the diagnostic algorithms of the global community of
medical specialists with machine learning to provide more accurate, efficient
and transparent diagnoses.

Medtech & Healthcare
Lorin Gresser

CEO

Dem Dx

United Arab 
Emirates

United Kingdom

Seed

Early Stage

Seed

https://www.linkedin.com/in/susana-marcos-49775228/link
http://www.2eyesvision.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/patrice-coutard-12291a20/
https://www.bodyo.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lorin-gresser-b8166069?
http://www.demdx.com/
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Prevvy is a platform developed by Healthcentrix that facilitates
comprehensive patient care and monitoring using mobile technologies,
integration of biomedical devices and automation of care plans.

Medtech & Healthcare United States
Jose María Olmo

CEO

HealthCentrix

Hera Health is a biodegradable drug delivery platform. It has developed a
device that provides a safe, effective and flexible solution for the removal of
long-acting subcutaneous implants currently on the market.

Life Sciences
Idicula Mathew

CEO

Hera Health Solutions

Mentalab is a company that has developed a portable biosensor solution that
registers up to ten biosignals that, thanks to a subsequent analysis of the data
collected, can independently and accurately diagnose and monitor certain
conditions such as cardiac arrhythmias, sleep disorders or movements in
neurological disorders.

Medtech & Healthcare
Sebastian Herberger

CEO

Mentalab

United States

Germany

Early Stage

Seed

Seed

https://www.linkedin.com/in/josemolmo/
http://www.healthcentrix.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/idicula-mathew-3723b783/
https://www.herahealthsolutions.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sebastian-herberger-07b51b33/
http://www.mentalab.co/
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Medtech & Healthcare Israel
Ohad Lavi

CEO

Neurotech-Solutions

Nanotech
Mariano Oto

CEO

Nucaps Nanotechnology

Spain

Seed

Early Stage

MOXO is an online game developed by Neurotech-Solutions that serves as a
test for the diagnosis of Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder. This mobile
application generates a complete attention profile of the user thanks to the
Ocular Follow-up and the Continuous Performance Test.

Nucaps is a natural nanotechnology company for the encapsulation and oral
administration of bioactive substances and microorganisms. These
nanocapsules protect the active ingredients, increase their useful life and
stability, and improve their solubility and absorption.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ohad-lavi/
https://www.neurotech-solutions.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marianooto/
http://www.nucapsnanotechnology.com/
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Medtech & Healthcare Spain
Oliver Balcells

CEO

Rheo Dx

Medtech & Healthcare
Jose Luis Nuño

CEO

unima

Mexico

Early Stage

Early Stage

RheoDx is a company that has developed a portable in vitro diagnostic device
for the analysis of alterations in the biomechanical properties of red blood
cells associated with diseases ranging from malaria to hereditary anemias.
This significantly improves the efficiency of many hematological processes - it
does not use reagents, only needs one drop of blood, and only takes 5
minutes to generate the results.

Find is a product developed by Unima that is a low-cost, rapid disease
diagnosis and surveillance technology that solves the problem of lack of
access to timely diagnosis for more than three million people living in low-
resource settings.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/oliverbalcells/
http://www.rheodx.com/
https://mx.linkedin.com/in/joseluisnuno
http://www.unima.com.mx/
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AdTech Israel
Itamar Benedy

CEO

Anzu

Telecommunication
Jorge Ríos

CEO

Bridgefy

Telecommunication
Jameson Rader

CEO

CUE Audio

United States

United States

Seed

Early Stage

Early Stage

Anzu is an advertising ecosystem that creates meaningful connections
between people and brands in the world of digital games. It allows video
game studios to include brand ads and engages advertisers with digital
audiences they previously had no access to.

Bridgefy is a developer-friendly SDK that can be easily integrated into Android
and iOS mobile apps to make them work without Internet. Companies
increase engagement by letting people use their apps when they previously
couldn't.

CUE Audio is a leader in audio data technology for live events: it has
developed an offline and network-free communications protocol that uses
ultrasonic audio and thus offers an alternative to Bluetooth for short-range
communications.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/itamarbenedy/
http://anzu.io
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jorgerios16/
http://www.bridgefy.me
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jameson-rader/
https://cueaudio.com
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Music & Entertainment Spain
Julio Fariñas

CEO

Footters

AdTech
Daniel Sánchez

CEO

Influencity

Artificial Intelligence
Jerónimo Macanas

CEO

JUMP

Spain

Spain

Growth

Growth

Growth

Influencity identifies influencers anywhere in the world and analyzes their
audience, demographics, language and interests. It has developed its own
technology using big data, machine learning and algorithms capable of
analyzing the data of its users from any social network without the mediation
of any third party.

JUMP helps video service providers make day-to-day business decisions by
providing a cost-effective, data-driven solution for aligning video services with
user expectations. It offers advanced and predictive analytics while
contributing to the discovery and recommendation of customized content and
marketing automation to impact users.

Footters is a streaming platform dedicated to the world of football so that
clubs, tournaments and competitions can broadcast their matches through
their own channel to all their fans.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/julio-fariñas-baro-13415b98/
http://www.footters.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/danielsanchezp/
http://Influencity
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jmacanas/
http://www.jumptvs.com
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Music & Entertainment United States
Francisco Buendía

CEO

Melboss

AdTech
Andreas Jürgensen

CEO

Passendo

Denmark

Growth

Growth

Melboss is a platform for music professionals, brands and marketing agencies
to find potential customers. It is an independent digital intermediary that
provides direct access to the market, dissolving traditional agency
relationships as well as existing barriers in the current market.

Passendo is a platform aimed at large media publishing organizations through
which they connect buyers and sellers. They help publishers and advertisers
create new advertising strategies tailored to email as well as reach new
audiences and unlock non-capitalized revenue.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/fbuendia/
http://melboss.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/andreasjurgensen/
http://www.passendo.com
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Marketing Mexico
Ana Cristina de la Peña

CEO

Synapbox

Marketing
Alexander Theis

CEO

Tink

Chile

Growth

Growth

Synapbox develops user experience software that identifies opportunities in
the natural reactions of the target audience as they interact with the content
on their devices and translate the reactions into actionable data that allows
customers to optimize their content in near real time.

Tink Referral as a Service is a channel that ensures consistent sales results
through peer to peer communication by leveraging the connectivity of
existing customers.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/cdelapenaosorio/
http://www.synapbox.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/alexandertheis/?originalSubdomain=es
https://tink.bz/
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Fintech Spain
Ramón Ferraz

CEO

2gether

Real Estate
Miguel Linera

CEO

AREX

InsurTech
Julio Pernía

CEO

Bdeo

Spain

Spain

Early Stage

Seed

Growth

2gether is a collaborative banking platform that aims to dramatically improve
the personal economies of customers with the use of its native token, the

2GT.
With 2gether, users can manage their traditional economies and their future
economies based on crypto, representing as many services or assets as
possible.

AREX works as a 3 step Dealflow that aims to solve the problems of low
liquidity and global accessibility in the Real Estate markets, allowing both,
corporates and investors, to list and transact their assets globally. AREX use
Blockchain & AI are to certify, analyze and store documents and digital IDs
that will later serve to create the basis for an international Real Estate market
as liquid and efficient as the stock markets are nowadays.

BDEO provides a complete pack of visual intelligence in order to avoid fraud
among the traditional claim's management process, reducing the high
operational costs.
Only with a smartphone (no need of app) BDEO can start a video call or
receive photos, guaranteeing it was taken in place and time of the incident
thanks to their blockchain tecnology .

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ramón-ferraz-cfa-8144b762/
https://2gether.global/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/miguellineraalperi/
http://www.arexre.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/juliopernia/
http://www.bdeo.io
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Fintech Israel
Yaniv Levi

CEO

Change Labs

Fintech
Borja Aranguren

CEO

Cobee

Blockchain
Paul Barroso

CEO

eToshi

Spain

Spain

Early Stage

Seed

Seed

Cobee is a SaaS platform for managing employee benefits and wage sacrifice.
It allows employers to save time and knowledge in hiring and achieves much
greater penetration among employees thanks to its digitization and flexibility.

eToshi aims to develop a platform that helps users to invest, manage
portfolios, manage different solutions and use tokens. It provides an easy-to-
use product that offers its full potential and eliminates obstacles for non-
technological people who want to enter the investment ecosystem.

Change Labs has an AI that closely monitors bank accounts and credit cards,
identifying behavioral patterns and predicts immediate financial issues &
opportunities to enable banks to proactively address these events with their
existing banking services.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ylevi/
https://changelabz.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/borjaaranguren/
http://www.cobee.io
https://www.linkedin.com/in/paul-barroso-555513187/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/etoshi/
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Fintech Germany
Henrik Gebbing

CEO

Finoa

Fintech
Pedro Mendes

CEO

Invisible Collector

Fintech
Marc Rovira

CEO

Polaroo

Portugal

Spain

Early Stage

Growth

Seed

Finoa is the financial services company in the era of blockchain-based “Digital
Assets”, offering a fully digital, smartphone-controlled custody solution for
institutional investors, providing a frictionless experience for asset
safeguarding and servicing. Finoa's warm-custody operates a secure and cost-
effective infrastructure based on state-of-the-art banking standards.

Invisible Collector is a debt collection SaaS powered by Artificial Intelligence
that evaluates debtor information and always executes the most efficient
collection strategy through the best notification channels available.

Polaroo is a platform to unify, simplify, manage and pay for monthly water,
gas, electricity and telecommunications services. Once you have indicated
your place of residence, the services you want to manage and the preferences
of each individual, Polaroo takes care of the rest and offers a personalized
plan for the members of the household.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/henrik-gebbing-blockchain-strategy/
http://www.finoa.io
https://www.linkedin.com/in/pmcmendes/?originalSubdomain=pt
http://www.invisiblecollector.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marcrovi/
http://www.polaroo.com
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Fintech Spain
Antonio Cantalapiedra

CEO

Woonivers

Business & Productivity 
Services

Manjula Lee

CEO

World Wide Generation

United Kingdom

Early Stage

Seed

Woonivers is a fully digitized, mobile and tax-free shopping solution for
travelers and businesses alike. With the VAT refund, users can benefit from
more time and money to spend on the things that really matter.

WWG is a sustainable technology company whose goal is to help address
poverty, inequality and climate change by accelerating funding and meeting
the UN's Sustainable Development Goals by bringing together data from
governments, businesses, financial institutions and non-profit organizations
into a block chain platform to create trust and transparency.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/antonio-cantalapiedra-asensio-3076851/
https://woonivers.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/manjula-lee-06989327/
https://www.worldwidegeneration.co/
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Artificial Intelligence Spain
Rubén Sánchez

CEO

Beonprice

Tourism
Pedro Márquez

CEO

Biduzz

Tourism
Antonio Bustamante

CEO

Chekin

Spain

Spain

Growth

Early Stage

Early Stage

With more than 2,000 customers in more than 30 countries, is one of the
leading Travel Tech companies in Spain,
Beonprice has developed HQI™, the only index in the hotel market that
measures the integral quality of a hotel in order to understand the
competitive position and price elasticity of the demand in the market.

Biduzz is a mobile marketplace that connects travelers and professional travel
consultants to arrange and book tailor made trips to any kind of destination
through an App. Their mission is to improve the whole travel experience by
covering all the stages involved in travelling.

Checkin digitize legal registration for guests in touristic accommodations,
capturing the data of every guest and register it according to the local legal
legislation. This solve 3 problems: identity verification, legal registration and
accessibility to accommodation.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/rubensanchezmartin/?originalSubdomain=es
http://www.beonprice.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/pedro-marquez-22509627/?originalSubdomain=es
http://www.biduzz.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/antoniobustamantegaitan/
https://chekin.io/
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Tourism Colombia
Luis Javier Parra

CEO

CityScan

Tourism
Olga Plets

CEO

CloudGuide

Tourism
Noelia Novella

CEO

Doinn

Spain

Portugal

Early Stage

Early Stage

Growth

CityScan is a platform for tour guides to create and publish travel experiences
dedicated to tourists and locals discovering and experiencing places in a city
or rural area by navigating a mobile application.

CloudGuide is a smartphone application that offers official content from an
interface carefully designed to welcome museums, monuments, parks and art
galleries. A new communication channel, represented internationally to
facilitate access to official content, interact with culture, engage visitors,
collect statistical data and much more.

Doinn connects short-term rental property managers, channel managers and
property management systems with select cleaning, laundry and laundry
providers. It brings added value to owners of holiday rental properties as well
as large property management companies.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/luisjparra/?locale=en_US
http://www.cityscan.co
https://www.linkedin.com/in/olga-plets-99657666/?locale=es_ES
http://www.cloudguide.me/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/noelianovella/
https://doinn.co/
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Tourism United States
Jose Pablo Toscano

CEO

Jubel

Tourism
David Ferreira

CEO

Nightly Travel

United Kingdom

Seed

Seed

Jubel democratizes the luxury of offering an expert travel consultant by
connecting any traveler to its database of over a thousand destinations and
customization services for all levels and all prices. Using artificial intelligence,
Jubel brands potential itineraries and selects the best options according to
consumer preferences.

Nightly.travel is a new way of booking and staying in hotels that can save
travelers up to 70% compared to a single hotel stay: moving from one hotel to
another, halfway through the stay, combining the cheapest nights in one hotel
with the cheapest nights in another. They take advantage of natural
fluctuations in the room prices offered to their users.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/josé-pablo-toscano-b7b08459/
http://www.jubel.co
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ferreiradavid/
https://nightly.travel
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Wellness Ireland
Karl Llewellyn

CEO

Sanctifly

Tourism
Sergio Orozco

CEO

Triporate

Spain

Early Stage

Growth

Sanctifly works with global companies that want to improve their customers'
travel habits. Thus, it adds all the experiences that one can have around an
airport and presents them to users in a simple and easy to access way: access
to gymnasiums, swimming pools and hotel spas without the need for a
reservation.

Triporate is an intelligent platform that solves the needs of its users during a
business trip thanks to artificial intelligence. It allows a more efficient
management of time and money without the need to download an
application.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/karlllewellyn/
http://www.sanctifly.club
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sergioorozco/
https://triporate.com
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Smart Homes/Cities Spain
Pol Karaso

CEO

Box Motions

Real Estate
Francisco Moreno

CEO

Clicpiso

Wellness
Miguel Ángel Antón

CEO

Elma

Spain

Spain

Growth

Growth

Growth

Boxmotions solves the space limitations for storage of articles as well as the
annoyances of conventional self-storage.

Clicpiso uses technology and data collection to reinvent the process of buying
and selling real estate, transforming painful and bureaucratic processes into
simple and pleasant experiences.

Elma is a health insurance company whose goal is to make medical care
accessible anywhere, anytime. It offers health insurance coverage and a
telemedicine-based service that includes video consultations, online
prescription medications, appointment booking services and continuous care
among others.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/pol-karaso-rius-1b12b330/
https://www.boxmotions.com/
https://es.linkedin.com/company/clicpiso
https://clicpiso.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/miguelangelanton/
http://elma.care/
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Sports Germany
Markos Kern

CEO

Fun With Balls

Aerospace
Manuel Jordán

CEO

iAltitude

Gadgets & Wearables
Ali Ganjavian

CEO

Moggie

Spain

Spain

Growth

Growth

Seed

Fun With Balls transforms sports and gambling into a new business model
with new revenue streams for club managers and active and committed
players. Their multiBALL project turns any wall into a fully immersive,
interactive sports experience.

iAltitude has developed an altitude training system adapted to all profiles
aimed at professional athletes as well as other levels of competition. It is
designed to know, analyze and adapt to the response to the stimulus of each
of its users and thus achieve an exceptional result.

Moggie has created a health and communication device for cats and their
owners to improve the health and well-being of animals through an intelligent
collar connected to a mobile application.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/markoskern/
http://www.funwithballs.com/
https://es.linkedin.com/company/clicpiso
http://www.ialtitude.es/en
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/ali-ganjavian-21b52956
http://moggie.me/
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Fashion Spain
Federico Sainz de Robles

CEO

SEPIIA

eSports
Alberto Martinez

CEO

Streamloots

Spain

Early Stage

Early Stage

SEPIIA 2080 has developed a men's shirt that is repellent to substances such
as oil and water, does not wrinkle and is fully breathable and elastic.

Streamloots is a marketplace that allows you to buy real-time interactions
with live streamers. Its technology allows such interactions to take place in
real time and on any streaming platform by choosing a character and
exchanging cards with the rest of the community.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/federicosainzderobles
http://www.sepiia.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/alberemege/
https://www.streamloots.com/
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Legal Tech Spain
Álvaro Falcones

Founder

Tax Down

Consumer Electronics
Leszek Sawicki

CEO

Technovator

Poland

Seed

Seed

TaxDown is a software company that allows users to maximize their savings
through the online processing of their taxes in a simple, agile and accurate
way.

TechNovator is a unique long-distance wireless solution that charges multiple
devices simultaneously as soon as the device appears within range of the
transmitter thanks to a completely secure technology for its users.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/alvarofalcones/
https://www.taxdown.es/
https://pl.linkedin.com/in/leszek-sawicki-669b29a5/en
http://www.technovator.co/
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Machine Learning Spain
Miguel Silva-Constenla

CEO

AllRead

Big Data
Manuel Arenaz

CEO

Appentra

Advanced Materials
Maksym Plakhotnyuk

CEO

Atlant

Spain

Denmark

Seed

Early Stage

Seed

AllRead MLT offers character recognition software based on automatic
learning to process images taken by mobile or fixed cameras, detect and
digitize any type of text in any environment. Through its agile and easy
implementation, it simplifies and speeds up data extraction, reducing
repetitive manual tasks and allowing the immediate processing of
information.

Appentra is a global Deep Tech company that offers products based on
Parallelware technology, a unique approach to code analysis specializing in
concurrency and parallelism whose goal is to facilitate its programming by
allowing everyone to make better use of parallel computing hardware.

ATLANT 3D Nanosystems develops the first nanoscale 3D printer that can print
more than 450 different materials. It is aimed at fast-growing R&D companies
and its aim is to become the only device needed for prototyping in micro-
manufacturing.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/miguelsilvaconstenla/
http://allread.ai/
https://es.linkedin.com/in/manuelarenaz
http://www.appentra.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/maksym-plakhotnyuk-40466724/
http://atlant3d.com/
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Artificial Intelligence United States
Hernán Rodríguez

CEO

EPICA

Growth

Big Data Spain
Ricardo Jimenez-Peris

CEO

LeanXcale

Cloud

Jose Manuel Arnaz de 
Castro 

CEO
Loozend

Spain

Growth

Seed

EPICA facilitates the prediction of the world as a service data platform. Driven
by AI, it enables companies to make powerful decisions by capturing,
processing and activating online and offline data to accurately generate
predictions that have a significant impact on business results.

LeanXcale is an easy-to-use database prepared for an operational and
analytical workload. It features fast, real-time data insertion and aggregation.
It's an UPM project designed for fast-growing, data-intensive companies.

Loozend is the ultimate tool that guarantees the recovery of any file or
document that has been on your computer. It avoids any loss of information
thanks to an easy-to-use technology and without storage limits.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jhernanco/
http://www.epica.ai/
https://es.linkedin.com/in/ricardojimenezperis
https://www.leanxcale.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jmarnaiz/
http://loozend.com/
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Virtual Reality
Luis Castillo

CEO

Neurodigital

Spain Growth

Augmented Reality Spain
Pedro Sáez

CEO

Onirix

Advanced Materials
Alessio Lorusso

CEO

Roboze

Italy

Early Stage

Growth

Roboze is a company specialized in the development and production of
additive manufacturing solutions with FDM/FFF technologies. It manufactures
patented non-band 3D printers as well as 13 patented technopolymers.
Roboze solves common 3D printing problems related to the use of rubber
belts such as distortion, wear, lack of precision and consistency when trying to
replicate a product.

NeuroDigital Technologies develops innovative hardware and software
solutions that make possible a natural interaction in virtual scenarios. Its
Avatar VR haptic glove provides realistic tactile feedback thanks to a series of
vibrotactile actuators arranged on the fingers and palm of the hand.

Onirix is an Augmented Reality platform that allows you to create, host and
publish your own Augmented Reality content without the need to write code.
It has been created by the Neosentec team, which develops its products for
creatives, commercials, professional content creators and educators.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/lcastillolopez/
http://www.neurodigital.es/
https://es.linkedin.com/in/pedrojaviersaezmartinez/es
http://www.onirix.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lorussoroboze/
https://www.roboze.com/
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Blockchain Mexico
Ignacio Bermeo

CEO

Trato

Artificial Intelligence
Luis Manent

CEO

Wide Eyes

Spain

Growth

Growth

TRATO is a company with a cloud service that facilitates the contracting
process for lawyers and operational areas in terms of contract preparation,
review and audit management and risk management. Its system uses
blockchain to record the entire history of the contract as well as the true-life
cycle of the legal agreements, thus avoiding the loss of information.

Wide Eyes' artificial intelligence solutions are based on image recognition and
deep learning and help users discover the fashion they want through four
solutions: image search, similar recommendation, style advisor and self-
labeling.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ignaciobermeo/
https://trato.io/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/luismanent/
http://www.wideeyes.ai/
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Business & Productivity 
Services 

Indonesia
Faizal Gautama

CEO

amtiss

IoT/IoE & Sensors
Frederik Westerouen

CEO

Anything Connected

Retail
Guillermo Villalón

CEO

Buy Yourself

Netherlands

Spain

Growth

Early Stage

Seed

Amtiss helps companies improve the productivity of heavy equipment
maintenance processes by providing a cloud-based solution for dynamically
scheduling heavy equipment maintenance and enabling instant reporting
through its mobile application.

Anything Connected has developed a sticker with an internet-connected
sensor that allows you to receive information about the level of
decomposition of any product. Its technology measures variables such as
electricity consumption wirelessly which allows determining the status of
electrical products without the need to pause its operation.

Buy Yourself transforms your mobile phone into a point of sale in a store so
you can pay and pick up your product without waiting in line. Thus, it avoids
the loss of sales caused by the wait in periods of maximum affluence. A
security tag placed on the purchased product is automatically deactivated
after payment thanks to its patented RFID-based technology.

https://goo.gl/GBbLfn
http://www.amtiss.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/frederik-westerouen-van-meeteren-93276971/
http://anything-connected.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/guillevillalon/
https://buyyourself.io/
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Business & Productivity 
Services

Spain
Jordi Romero

CEO

Factorial

Security & Defense
Ricardo Santos

CEO

Heptasense

Recruitment & Jobs
Hanna Asmussen 

CEO

Localyze

Portugal

Germany

Early Stage

Growth

Growth

Heptasense develops software for security cameras capable of detecting
traffic accidents and other threats in real time, using video analysis. To
mitigate risks before they occur, the system predicts where and when
accidents can occur before they occur, enabling road managers to allocate
resources to the right places at the right time.

Localyze has developed a global mobility platform that eliminates the hassles
of offshoring and makes it easier for the digital generation to work and study
abroad, as well as for companies to hire international talent. They have an
Artificial Intelligence-based approach to automate bureaucratic processes and
add all kinds of adjacent services for expatriates.

Factorial allows companies to simplify the management of vacations,
absences and medical leaves as well as the control of hours or benefits for
employees. It generates advanced reports for human resources offering
reliable data on what is happening in the company and the needs that are
generated every day.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jordiromero/
https://factorialhr.es/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ricardofasantos/
http://heptasense.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/hanna-marie-asmussen-03a9104a/
http://www.localyze.de/
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eGovernance Mexico
Jesús Cepeda 

CEO

OS CITY

Real Estate

Kilian Bazin & Charles 
Miglietti

CEO & CEO 
Toucan Toco

France

Growth

Growth

OS City is a government technology company that creates and preserves
software technology to foster a more sustainable urban future through the
digital transformation of governments into a digital services platform.

Toucan Toco supports informed decision making through Data Storytelling
applications by aggregating data from multiple sources and presenting data in
easy-to-use dashboards. It allows data to be presented in a simple,
understandable and accessible way.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jscepedab/
https://os.city/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kilianba/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/cmiglietti/
https://toucantoco.com/fr/
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Legal Tech Ireland
Gavin Sheridan

CEO

Vizlegal

Recruitment & Jobs
Luis Picurelli 

CEO

Yeeply Mobile S.L. 

Spain

Early Stage

Growth

Vizlegal has developed an application designed for legal professionals that
converts fragmented legal information into structured data thanks to analysis
tools and a global API in a SaaS platform, with transparent prices and easy
access.

Yeeply is a marketplace of reliable professional teams ready to work on digital
projects. Analyze your project and put you in contact with experts from the
best professional agencies in the digital world and that fit your needs.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/gavinsheridan/
http://www.vizlegal.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/luispicurelli/
https://www.yeeply.com/
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Green & Clean Tech France
Andrei Klochko

CEO

Airthium

Chemicals
Andrey Elagin

CEO

BMG

Green & Clean Tech
Apoor Sinha

CEO

Carbon Upcycling

United Kingdom

Canada

Seed

Growth

Early Stage

Airthium manufactures an on-site solar and wind energy storage system and
offers uninterrupted service using thermodynamic energy storage modules
that power a heat pump that converts heat into electricity when needed.

BMG Intepco is a company that develops and produces environmentally safe
solutions for the treatment of waste water from oils and metals, as well as for
the cleaning of oil spills that offer unparalleled efficiency and cost savings.

Carbon Upcycling uses today's pollution to build tomorrow's materials. Thanks
to its patented technology, it converts CO2 emissions into nanomaterial
powders to improve plastics, coatings, adhesives, concrete, batteries,
pharmaceuticals and more while reducing its greenhouse gas emissions.

http://linkedin.com/in/andrei-klochko-20093224
http://www.airthium.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/andrey-elagin-846a8883?authType=NAME_SEARCH&authToken=O4LX&locale=en_US&trk=tyah&trkInfo=clickedVertical%3Amynetwork%2CclickedEntityId%3A298281654%2CauthType%3ANAME_SEARCH%2Cidx%3A1-1-1%2CtarId%3A1465562214423%2Ctas%3Aandrey%20
http://www.biomicrogel.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/apoorv-sinha-b82918a/
http://www.carbonupcycling.com/
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Energy Efficiency France
Vincent Bryan

CEO

Deepki

Green & Clean Tech
Arthur Valkieser

CEO

Hydraloop

Green & Clean Tech
Manuel Seiffe

CEO

MPower

Netherlands

Switzerland

Sustainable 
Business

Growth

Growth

Deepki focuses on energy transition by enhancing energy efficiency through
data analysis. It develops a SaaS platform to digitize the management of the
multi sites real estate portfolio.

Hydraloop is an intelligent, self-cleaning consumer product that recycles 85%
of all domestic water and features an elegant design and innovative, patented
technology that uses no filters or membranes or chemicals.

MPower Ventures finances and distributes affordable solar systems and
allows households to be fed independently of the electricity grid or fossil fuel-
based electricity production systems.

https://fr.linkedin.com/in/vincentbryant1
http://www.deepki.com/es
https://www.linkedin.com/in/arthur-valkieser-908505bb/
http://www.hydraloop.com/
https://ch.linkedin.com/in/manuelseiffe
http://www.mpower.africa/
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Advanced Materials Finland
Tuomas Mustonen

CEO

Paptic

Waste Management & 
Recycling

Patricia Astrain

CEO

Recircular

Spain

Growth

Seed

Paptic Ltd develops, produces, markets and sells a new material whose main
raw material is sustainably sourced wood fiber: a new generation of bio-
based, recyclable and biodegradable flexible packaging material that allows
the replacement of less environmentally friendly materials with little effort.

Recircular is a platform that connects companies for the valuation of waste as
raw materials and presents in a simple and complete way the different
alternatives that exist for each waste or by-product.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mustonen/
https://paptic.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/patricia-astrain-7932b248/
http://recircular.net/
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Green & Clean Tech Canada
Ross Armstrong

CEO

Solar Wind

Green & Clean Tech
Mathieu Lefebvre

CEO

Waga

France

Seed

Growth

Solar Wind Reliance Initiatives seeks to address the lack of affordable access
to electricity. SWRI power units maximize solar and wind power to provide
consistent power at minimal material cost.

Waga Energy has developed an innovative technology to convert landfill gas
into grid-compatible biomethane (Renewable Natural Gas). This technology,
Wagabox, helps combat climate change by capturing gas from landfills and
produces a renewable substitute for fossil-fueled natural gas.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ross-armstrong-231a8368/
https://www.swrisolarwind.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mathieu-lefebvre-2aa74390/?originalSubdomain=fr
http://waga-energy.com/
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Blockchain Spain
Andrés Garrido

CEO

ChaingoTech

Smart Homes/Cities
Olivier Le Lann

CEO

EVA

Mobility
Boyd Cohen

CEO

iomob

France

Spain

Early Stage

Seed

Seed

ChainGO helps standardize the shipping process in invoiced maritime trade,
saving companies hundreds of thousands of euros by optimizing the
communication of information and eliminating the lack of trust between the
parties involved.

EVA is developing a compact, disruptive and state-of-the-art electric VTOL
technology that will improve people's lives by allowing them to have lower
levels of stress as well as helping to reduce pollution levels and even offering
the possibility of advanced rescue operations capability.

Iomob offers a decentralized, open and interoperable MaaS solution to the
main players in the transport and mobility industry that enables seamless
integration between public and private mobility.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/andres-garrido-pinero/
https://www.chaingotech.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/olivier-le-lann-bb85b054/
http://www.eva.xyz/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/boyd-cohen-ph-d-211869a/?originalSubdomain=es
http://iomob.net/
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Hoop Carpool optimizes the occupancy rate of vehicles, reducing the amount
of cars in the roads and improving life quality in cities and their periphery by
connecting drivers and passengers who have common origins and
destinations for them to share rides to work, university, or anywhere in the
city.

Mobility Spain
Nathan Lehoucq

CEO

Hoop Carpool

Early Stage

Logistics Spain
Miguel Navalón

CEO

Navlandis

Aerospace
Rafael Jorda

CEO

Open Cosmos

United Kingdom

Early Stage

Growth

Navlandis is a company whose objective is to create innovative solutions for
the current needs of the logistics and transport sector. Its Zbox product is a
perfect foldable ISO container for optimizing its use and reducing the
economic and environmental costs of repositioning containers.

Open Cosmos offers simple and affordable space missions allowing
organizations from a wide range of industries to use space technologies as a
tool. It removes barriers to space access by simplifying space technology and
offering a single window to orbit, reducing time and cost.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/nathan-lehoucq/
http://www.hoopcarpool.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/miguelnavalon/
http://www.navlandis.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rafaeljorda/
http://open-cosmos.com/
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Mobility
Josep Cester

CEO

Place to Plug

Spain Early Stage

Place to Plug develops a platform for the entire electric vehicle charging
industry and connects drivers and vehicle charging stations through an
ecosystem of applications and services driven by the block chain and artificial
intelligence.

Mobility Spain
Marco Palacios

CEO

Sideways

Geolocation
Victor Álvarez

CEO

Situm

Spain

Seed

Growth

Sideways offers a wheelchair with artificial intelligence that scans pedestrian
crossings and slows them down to make them safer for their users. It has a
patented technology that allows the chair to move in any direction,
revolutionizing indoor mobility.

Situm provides location and tracking solutions with high accuracy and minimal
infrastructure for indoor environments where GPS does not work, and classic
location services are very expensive or do not provide data with sufficient
accuracy.

https://es.linkedin.com/in/jcester
https://placetoplug.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marco-p-658417106/
http://thesidewaysproject.com/
https://es.linkedin.com/in/victoras
http://www.situm.es/
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SmartMonkey plans deliveries efficiently and accurately by extracting
knowledge from experienced drivers using artificial intelligence. It optimizes
routes in real time and increases the efficiency of companies thanks to the
accuracy of the data obtained.

Transportation Spain
Xavier Ruiz

CEO

SmartMonkey

Xesol Innovation is dedicated to the search for solutions for the sector of
intelligent mobility and autonomous and connected vehicles, betting on
providing solutions to reduce the statistics of accidents caused by human
errors.

Automotive
Jose Nogueira

CEO

Xesol Innovation

Spain

Seed

Early Stage

https://www.linkedin.com/in/xruizroyo/
https://www.smartmonkey.io/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jose-nogueira-13553721/
http://www.xesolinnovation.com/

